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We present the (1+1)-dimensional description of the alge-
braically special class of space-times of 4-dimensions. It is de-
scribed by the (1+1)-dimensional Yang-Mills action interacting
with matter fields, with diffeomorphisms of 2-surface as the gauge
symmetry. Parts of the constraints are identified as the gauge
fixing condition. We also show that the representations of w∞-
gravity appear naturally as special cases of this description, and
discuss the geometry of w∞-gravity in term of the fibre bundle.
Lower dimensional field theories have received considerable attention in connection
with self-dual spaces of 4-dimensions [1] and the physics of black-holes [2, 3]. Recently
it was realized that general relativity itself can be also viewed as a (1+1)-dimensional
field theory, where the other two space-like dimensions are regarded as the fibre 1,
and the action principle from the (1+1)-dimensional perspective was obtained [5]. In
contrast to the cases of the self-dual spaces and black-hole space-times, however, the
(1+1)-dimensional action principle for general space-times appears to be rather formal
and consequently, of little practical use. In this letter we therefore draw attention
following the Petrov classification [4] to a specific class of space-times, namely, the
algebraically special class, and interpret the entire class from the (1+1)-dimensional
point of view. Namely, we shall show that space-times of this class can be regarded as
(1+1)-dimensional gauge theories, where the local gauge group is the diffeomorphism
group of the 2-dimensional fibre 2.
As a bonus of this (1+1)-dimensional analysis of space-times, we find the fibre
bundle as the natural framework for the geometric description of the so-called w∞-
gravity, which was lacking so far [7, 8]. In this picture the local gauge fields for
w∞-gravity are the connections valued in the Lie algebra of the area-preserving dif-
feomorphisms of the 2-dimensional fibre. Due to this picture of w∞-geometry, we are
able to construct field theoretic realizations of w∞-gravity in a straightforward way,
as we shall show later.
Let us consider a class of space-times that contain a twist-free null vector field
kA (A,B, · · · = 0, 1, 2, 3). These space-times belong to the algebraically special class
1Here we are regarding space-times as a fibre bundle, treating the (1+1)-dimensional
section as the base manifold and the remaining two space-like dimensions as the fibre. For
the algebraically special class of space-times we consider here, the 2-dimensional fibre may
be interpreted as the transverse wave-surface [4].
2It is worth mentioning that Einstein’s field equations can be ‘derived’ from the
source-free Yang-Mills equations [6]. Here, however, we are essentially making the (2+2)-
decomposition of vacuum GR.
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of space-times, according to the Petrov classification. This class of space-times is
rather broad, since most of the known exact solutions of Einstein’s equations are
algebraically special. Being twist-free, the null vector field may be chosen to be a
gradient field, so that kA = ∂Au for some function u. The null hypersurface N2
defined by u = constant spans the 2-dimensional subspace for which we introduce
two space-like coordinates ya (a, b, · · · = 2, 3). The general line element for this class
has the form [4, 9]
ds2 = φabdy
adyb − 2du(dv +madya +Hdu), (1)
where v is the affine parameter, and φab, ma and H are functions of all of the four
coordinates (u, v, ya), as we assume no Killing vector fields here (and afterwards).
For the class of space-times (1), we shall find the (1+1)-dimensional action prin-
ciple defined on the (u, v)-surface. Namely, we wish to show that space-times of the
above type can be viewed as (1+1)-dimensional gauge theories on the (u, v)-surface,
where the gauge fields are valued in the infinite dimensional Lie algebra associated
with the diffeomorphism group diffN2 of the 2-dimensional surface N2. To show how
this works, let us first recall that the general line element of space-time, as viewed as
a local product of two 2-dimensional submanifolds M1+1 ×N2, can be written as, at
least locally, [5]
ds2 = φabdy
adyb + (γµν + φabA
a
µ A
b
ν )dx
µdxν + 2φabA
b
µ dx
µdya, (2)
where γµν (µ, ν = 0, 1) resp. φab (a, b = 2, 3) is the metric on the (1+1)-dimensional
surface M1+1 resp. the 2-dimensional surface N2 spanned by ∂/∂x
µ resp. ∂/∂ya. In
this (2+2)-decomposition, the Einstein-Hilbert action for the line element (2) can be
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written as, [5]
L = −√−γ
√
φ
[
γµνRµν + φ
abRab +
1
4
φabF
a
µν F
µνb
+
1
4
γµνφabφcd
{
(Dµφac)(Dνφbd)− (Dµφab)(Dνφcd)
}
+
1
4
φabγµνγαβ
{
(∂aγµα)(∂bγνβ)− (∂aγµν)(∂bγαβ)
}]
, (3)
up to the surface terms. Here is the summary of our notations (for details, see [5]):
1. The covariant derivative Dµφab is defined by
Dµφab = ∂µφab − [Aµ, φ]ab
= ∂µφab −
{
A cµ ∂cφab + (∂aA
c
µ)φcb + (∂bA
c
µ )φac
}
, (4)
where the bracket means the Lie derivative here and afterwards, an infinite dimen-
sional generalization of the finite dimensional matrix commutators.
2. The field strength F aµν is defined as usual,
F aµν = ∂µA
a
ν − ∂νA aµ − [Aµ, Aν ]a. (5)
3. The Levi-Civita connections Γ’s, and Rµν and Rac are defined as
Γ αµν =
1
2
γαβ
(
Dµγνβ +Dνγµβ −Dβγµν
)
,
Γ cab =
1
2
φcd
(
∂aφbd + ∂bφad − ∂dφab
)
,
Rµν = DµΓ
α
αν −DαΓ αµν + Γ αµβ Γ βαν − Γ ββα Γ αµν ,
Rab = ∂aΓ
c
cb − ∂cΓ cab + Γ cad Γ dcb − Γ ddc Γ cab . (6)
Notice that here Rµν is covariantized, which we might call the ‘gauged’ Ricci tensor
[5, 10].
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Although the action (3) brings general relativity (up to a surface term) into a form
of (1+1)-dimensional field theories for the general line element (2), it appears rather
formal. For the algebraically special class of space-times that we wish to consider in
this letter, however, the action reduces to a remarkably simple form. In order to show
this, let us first introduce the ‘light-cone’ coordinates (u, v) such that
u =
1√
2
(x0 + x1), v =
1√
2
(x0 − x1), (7)
and define A au and A
a
v
A au =
1√
2
(A a0 + A
a
1 ), A
a
v =
1√
2
(A a0 − A a1 ). (8)
For γµν , we assume the Polyakov ansatz [11]
γµν =
(−2h −1
−1 0
)
, γµν =
(
0 −1
−1 2h
)
, (detγµν = −1), (9)
in the (u, v)-coordinates. Then the line element (2) becomes
ds2 = φabdy
adyb − 2dudv − 2h(du)2 + φab(A au du+ A av dv)(A bu du+ A bv dv)
+2φab(A
a
u du+ A
a
v dv)dy
b. (10)
If we choose, at least locally, the ‘light-cone’ gauge 3 A av = 0, then this becomes
ds2 = φabdy
adyb − 2 du
[
dv − φabA bu dya +
(
h− 1
2
φabA
a
u A
b
u
)
du
]
. (11)
A quick glance at (1) and (11) tells us that if the following identifications
ma = −φabA bu , H = h−
1
2
φabA
a
u A
b
u (12)
3We are viewing the action (3) as a (1+1)-dimensional gauge theory, as it should be clear
now. Here we are referring to the disposable gauge degrees of freedom in the action. There
could be topological obstruction against globalizing this choice, as the general coordinate
transformation of N2 corresponds to the gauge transformation.
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are made, then the two line elements are the same. Thus the Polyakov ansatz (9)
amounts to the restriction (modulo the gauge choice A av = 0) to the algebraically
special class of space-times that contain a twist-free null vector field.
Let us now examine the transformation properties of h, A au , A
a
v , and φab under
the arbitrary diffeomorphic changes of the coordinates ya on N2,
y
′a = y
′a(yb, u, v), u′ = u, v′ = v. (13)
Under these transformations, we find that
h′(y′, u, v) = h(y, u, v), φ′ab(y
′, u, v) =
∂yc
∂y′a
∂yd
y′b
φcd(y, u, v),
A
′a
u (y
′, u, v) =
∂y
′a
∂yc
A cu (y, u, v)− ∂uy
′a, A
′a
v (y
′, u, v) = −∂vy′a, (14)
which become, under the infinitesimal variations, δy
′a = ξa(y, u, v),
δh = −[ξ, h] = −ξa∂ah, (15a)
δφab = −[ξ, φ]ab = −ξc∂cφab − (∂aξc)φcb − (∂bξc)φac, (15b)
δA au = −Duξa = −∂uξa + [Au, ξ]a, (15c)
δA av = −∂vξa. (15d)
This shows that h is a scalar field, and A au and A
a
v are the gauge fields valued
in the infinite dimensional Lie algebra associated with the group of diffeomorphisms
of N2. That A
a
v is a pure gauge is clear, as it depends on the gauge function ξ
a
only. Therefore it can be always set to zero, at least locally, by a suitable coordinate
transformation (13). To maintain the explicit gauge invariance, however, we shall
work with the line element (10) in the following, with the understanding that A av is
a pure gauge.
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Let us now proceed to write down the action principle for (10) in terms of the
fields h, A au , A
a
v , and φab. For this purpose, it is convenient to decompose the
2-dimensional metric φab into the conformal classes
φab = Ωρab, (Ω > 0 and detρab = 1). (16)
The kinetic term K of φab in (3) then becomes
K =
1
4
√−γ
√
φγµνφabφcd
{
(Dµφac)(Dνφbd)− (Dµφab)(Dνφcd)
}
= −(DµΩ)
2
2Ω
+
1
4
Ωγµνρabρcd(Dµρac)(Dνρbd)
= −1
2
eσ(Dµσ)
2 +
1
4
eσγµνρabρcd(Dµρac)(Dνρbd), (17)
where we defined σ by σ = lnΩ, and the covariant derivatives DµΩ, Dµρab, and Dµσ
are
DµΩ = ∂µΩ− A aµ ∂aΩ− (∂aA aµ )Ω, (18a)
Dµρab = ∂µρab − [Aµ, ρ]ab + (∂cA cµ )ρab, (18b)
Dµσ = ∂µσ − A aµ ∂aσ − ∂aA aµ , (18c)
respectively, where [Aµ, ρ]ab is given by
[Aµ, ρ]ab = ∂µρab −
{
A cµ ∂cρab + (∂aA
c
µ)ρcb + (∂bA
c
µ )ρac
}
. (19)
The inclusion of the divergence term ∂aA
a
µ in (18) is necessary to ensure (18) trans-
form covariantly (as the tensor fields) under diffN2, Ω and ρab being densities of weight
−1 and +1, respectively. Using the ansatz (9), the kinetic term (17) becomes
K = eσ(D+σ)(D−σ)− 1
2
eσρabρcd(D+ρac)(D−ρbd)
−heσ
{
(D−σ)
2 − 1
2
ρabρcd(D−ρac)(D−ρbd)
}
, (20)
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where +(−) stands for u(v). The Polyakov ansatz (9) simplifies enormously the re-
maining terms in the action (3), as we now show. Let us first notice that detγµν = −1.
Therefore the term
√−γ√φφabRab can be removed from the action being a surface
term. Moreover, we have that γµν∂aγµν = 2(−γ)−1/2∂a(−γ)1/2 = 0. Furthermore, one
can easily verify that φabγµνγαβ(∂aγµα)(∂bγνβ) vanishes identically. The only remain-
ing terms that contribute to the action (3) are thus the (1+1)-dimensional Yang-Mills
action and the ‘gauged’ gravity action. The Yang-Mills action becomes
1
4
φabF
a
µν F
µνb = −1
2
eσρabF
a
+−F
b
+−. (21)
To express the ‘gauged’ Ricci scalar γµνRµν in terms of h and A
a
v , etc., we have to
compute the Levi-Civita connections first. They are given by
Γ +++ = −D−h, Γ −++ = D+h+ 2hD−h,
Γ −+− = Γ
−
−+ = D−h, (22)
and vanishing otherwise. Thus the ‘gauged’ Ricci tensor becomes
R+− = R−+ = −D2−h, R−− = 0. (23)
From (9) and (23), the ‘gauged’ Ricci scalar γµνRµν is given by
γµνRµν = 2γ
+−R+− = 2D
2
−
h, (24)
since γ++ = R−− = 0. Putting together (20), (21), and (24) into (3), the action
becomes
L2 = −1
2
e2σρabF
a
+−F
b
+− + e
σ(D+σ)(D−σ)− 1
2
eσρabρcd(D+ρac)(D−ρbd)
+heσ
{1
2
ρabρcd(D−ρac)(D−ρbd)− (D−σ)2
}
+ 2eσD2
−
h. (25)
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The last term in (25) can be expressed as
eσD2
−
h = eσ
(
∂− − A b−∂b
)(
∂−h−A a− ∂ah
)
= eσ
{
∂2
−
h− ∂−
(
A a
−
∂ah
)
− A a
−
∂a(D−h)
}
= −eσ(D−σ)(D−h) + ∂−
(
eσD−h
)
− ∂a
(
eσA a
−
D−h
)
, (26)
using the Stoke’s theorem, where the last two terms in (26) are the surface terms
which we may drop. The first term in (26) can be written as
eσ(D−σ)(D−h) = −heσ(D−σ)2 − heσD2−σ + ∂−
{
eσhD−σ
}
− ∂a
{
eσhA a
−
D−σ
}
, (27)
where the last two terms in (27) are also the surface terms. From (26) and (27), we
therefore have
eσD2
−
h ≃ heσ
{
(D−σ)
2 +D2
−
σ
}
, (28)
neglecting the surface terms. The resulting (1+1)-dimensional action principle there-
fore becomes
L2 = −1
2
e2σρabF
a
+−F
b
+− + e
σ(D+σ)(D−σ)− 1
2
eσρabρcd(D+ρac)(D−ρbd)
+heσ
{
2D2
−
σ − (D−σ)2 +
1
2
ρabρcd(D−ρac)(D−ρbd)
}
, (29)
up to the surface terms. Notice that h is a Lagrange multiplier, whose variation yields
the constraint
H0 = D
2
−
σ − 1
2
(D−σ)
2 +
1
4
ρabρcd(D−ρac)(D−ρbd) ≈ 0. (30)
From this (1+1)-dimensional point of view, h is the lapse function (or a pure gauge)
that prescribes how to ‘move forward in the u-time’, carrying the surface N2 at
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each point of the section u = constant. The (Hamiltonian) constraint, H0 ≈ 0,
is polynomial in σ and A a
−
, and contains a non-polynomial term of the non-linear
sigma model type but in (1+1)-dimensions. The remaining (momentum) constraints
associated with diffeomorphisms of N2 are replaced by the gauge condition A
a
−
= 0,
which allows us to view the problem of the constraints of general relativity [12] from
a new perspective.
We now have the (1+1)-dimensional action principle for the algebraically special
class of space-times that contain a twist-free null vector field. It is described by
the Yang-Mills action, interacting with the scalar fields σ and ρab on the flat (1+1)-
dimensional surface, which however must satisfy the (Hamiltonian) constraintH0 ≈ 0.
(The flatness of the (1+1)-dimensional surface can be seen from the fact that the
lapse function, h, can be chosen as zero, provided that H0 ≈ 0 holds.) The infinite
dimensional group of diffeomorphisms of the surface N2 is built-in as the local gauge
symmetry, via the minimal couplings to the gauge fields.
Having formulated the algebraically special class of space-times as a (1+1)-dimensional
field theory, we may wish to apply varieties of field theoretic methods developed in
(1+1)-dimensions. For instance, the action (29) can be viewed as the bosonized form
[13] of some version of the (1+1)-dimensional QCD in the infinite dimensional limit
of the gauge group [14]. For small fluctuations of σ, the action (29) becomes
L2 = −
1
2
ρabF
a
+−F
b
+− + (D+σ)(D−σ)−
1
2
ρabρcd(D+ρac)(D−ρbd), (31)
modulo the constraint H0 ≈ 0. It is beyond the scope of this letter to investigate
these theories as (1+1)-dimensional quantum field theories. However, this formula-
tion raises many intriguing questions such as: would there be any phase transition
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in quantum gravity as viewed as the (1+1)-dimensional quantum field theories? If it
does, then what does that mean in quantum geometrical terms? Thus, general rela-
tivity, as viewed from the (1+1)-dimensional perspective, renders itself to be studied
as a gauge theory in full sense [15], at least for the class of space-times discussed in
this letter.
So far we derived the action principle on the flat (1+1)-dimensions as the vantage
point of studying general relativity for this algebraically special class of space-times.
We now ask different but related questions: what kinds of other (1+1)-dimensional
field theories related to this problem can we study? For these, let us consider the case
where the local gauge symmetry is replaced by the area-preserving diffeomorphisms
of N2. (For these varieties of field theories, we shall drop the constraint (30) for the
moment. It is at this point that we are departing from general relativity.) This class
of field theories naturally realizes the so-called w∞-gravity [7, 8] in a linear as well as
geometric way, as we now describe.
The area-preserving diffeomorphisms are generated by the vector fields ξa, tangent
to the surface N2 and divergence-free,
∂aξ
a = 0. (32)
Let us find the gauge fields A a
±
compatible with the divergence-free condition (32).
Taking the divergence of both sides of (15c), we have
∂aδA
a
±
= −∂±(∂aξa) + ∂a[A±, ξ]a. (33)
This shows that the condition ∂aA
a
±
= 0 is invariant under the area-preserving diffeo-
morphisms, and characterizes a special subclass of the gauge fields, compatible with
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the condition (32). Moreover, when ∂aA
a
±
= 0, the fields ρab and σ behave under the
area-preserving diffeomorphisms as a tensor and a scalar field, respectively, as (18b)
and (18c) suggest. Indeed, the Jacobian for the area-preserving diffeomorphisms is
just 1, disregarding the distinction between the tensor fields and the tensor densities.
The (1+1)-dimensional action principle now becomes
L′2 = −
1
2
e2σρabF
a
+−F
b
+− + e
σ(D+σ)(D−σ)− 1
2
eσρabρcd(D+ρac)(D−ρbd), (34)
where Dµσ, Dµρab, and F
a
+− are
D±σ = ∂±σ −A a± ∂aσ, (35a)
D±ρab = ∂±ρab − [A±, ρ]ab, (35b)
F a+− = ∂+A
a
−
− ∂−A a+ − [A+, A−]a. (35c)
Under the infinitesimal variations
δya = ξa(y, u, v), (∂aξ
a = 0), (36)
the fields transform as
δσ = −[ξ, σ] = −ξa∂aσ, (37a)
δρab = −[ξ, ρ]ab = −ξc∂cρab − (∂aξc)ρcb − (∂bξc)ρac, (37b)
δA a+ = −D+ξa = −∂+ξa + [A+, ξ]a, (37c)
δA a
−
= −∂−ξa, (37d)
which shows that it is a linear realization of the area-preserving diffeomorphisms.
The geometric picture of the action principle (34) is now clear: it is equipped with
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the natural bundle structure, where the gauge fields are the connections valued in the
Lie algebra associated with the area-preserving diffeomorphisms of the fibre N2. Thus
the action principle (34) provides a field theoretical realization of w∞-gravity [7, 8] in
a linear as well as geometric way, with the built-in area-preserving diffeomorphisms
as the local gauge symmetry.
With this picture of w∞-geometry at hands, we may construct as many different
realizations of w∞-gravity as one wishes. The simplest example would be a single real
scalar field representation, which we may write
L′′2 = −
1
2
F a+−F
a
+− + (D+σ)(D−σ), (38)
where we used δab in the summation, and D±σ and F
a
+− are as given in (35a) and
(35c). By choosing the gauge A a
−
= 0 and eliminating the auxiliary field A a+ in terms
of σ using the equations of motion of A a+ , we recognize (38) as a single real scalar
field realization of w∞-gravity. In presence of the auxiliary field A
a
+ , (38) provides
an example of the linearized realization of w∞-gravity for a single real scalar field. It
would be interesting to see if the representation (38) is related to the ones constructed
in the literatures [7, 8].
Now we summarize our discussions. In this letter, we described the algebraically
special class of space-times as the (1+1)-dimensional field theories that possess as
the local gauge symmetry the diffeomorphisms of the 2-dimensional null hypersur-
face. Parts of the constraints are identified as the gauge fixing condition, and the
Hamiltonian constraint appears in a manageable form (for the class of space-times
investigated here). As a related problem, a special subclass of (1+1)-dimensional
field theories associated with the area-preserving diffeomorphisms was also discussed
13
in connection with the geometrical formulation of w∞-gravity. There seem to be many
interesting questions to be asked about general relativity from this lower dimensional
perspective, which we might be able to address somewhere else.
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